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Acoustic phonon modulation of the electron response in tunnel-coupled quantum wells
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Modulation of the electron properties of tunnel-coupled double quantum wells by acoustic phonon pumping
is considered. Phonon-induced voltage~or induced dipole moment! and phonon-drag effect are calculated for
the case of high-energy phonon excitation. Linear electron response, with respect to the phonon-pumping
intensity, is studied taking into account intrawell and interwell scattering processes due to interface roughness.
From numerical estimations we obtained a phonon-induced drop in the potential on the order of 0.1–0.01 meV
and a characteristic drag velocity on the order of 100 cm/s for a nonequilibrium phonon temperature equal to
20 K. The possible applications of such structures are noted.@S0163-1829~97!03747-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron response in tunnel-coupled double quant
wells ~DQW’s! on different types of perturbations has be
intensively investigated recently. It was shown that elect
transition in DQW’s qualitatively differ from the single QW
case due to the possibility of electron tunneling betwe
coupled QW’s.1,2 Such an effect is pronounced in peculia
ties of the longitudinal transport3,4 and of the
magnetotransport.5,6 Modification of the electron states an
selection rules in DQW’s due to tunneling has been a
observed in the interband7,8 and intersubband9,10 optical
spectra. Transition between tunnel-coupled ground state
DQW’s under THz ~far-infrared! radiation were
analyzed.11,12 A typical ground-state splitting in DQW’s is
on the order of several meV so that electron transitions
tween them may be excited not only by THz radiation b
also by acoustic phonon pumping in the meV energy ran
Such mechanisms of the intersubband transition in DQW
have been discussed13 in connection with acoustic phono
emission by nonequilibrium electrons. It was noted also t
the different types of transitions have taken place for mo
propagating normal to and along the two-dimensional
layer. Two extreme intersubband transitions are shown
Fig. 1~a!: transition 1 is caused by the phonons with ene
close to level splittingDT where 2D momentum transmissio
is small. The momentum transmission under transition 2
on the order ofA2mDT and the energy of the phonon in
volved is on the order ofA2ms2DT ~herem is the electron
effective mass ands is the sound velocity!. For these transi-
tions we have strong nonmonotonic energy and angle de
dencies in the electron-phonon matrix element due to
interwell interference of the electron states of the left (l -)
and of the right (r -) QW’s.

In this paper we consider linear, with respect to a phon
flux, modulation of the electron response to nonequilibriu
phonon flux which could be measured as~i! transverse volt-
age which arises due to the electron redistribution betw
QW’s, and~ii ! phonon drag effect caused by the transfer
560163-1829/97/56~23!/15224~7!/$10.00
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in-plane phonon momentum components to the electron
DQW’s. Note that the phonon-induced voltage can be
served for a phonon pump with isotropic distribution of m
mentum in the 2D plane as shown in Fig. 1~b! while the
phonon drag current can only be observed for excitation
the phonon beam with a nonzero total in-plane componen
the wave vector as is shown in Fig. 1~c!. To the best of our
knowledge, the phonon-induced voltage has not been in
tigated in 2D electron systems. The phonon drag effect co
be observed in the geometry of Fig. 1~c! ~analogous geom-
etry was realized for photon drag; see Ref. 14 and referen
therein!. The phonon drag effect in selectively doped Ga
heterostructure has been also experimentally inve
gated.14,15Phonon-induced modification of exciton spectra
DQW’s was reported last year,16 whereas experimental stud
of the ‘‘phonoelectric’’ phenomena was not carried out y
The prime objects of this paper are to describe the m
peculiarities of this type of response and to provide the
merical results in addition to our analytical calculations.

In our calculations we use the two-level DQW model th

FIG. 1. Energy-band diagram of DQW’s and phonon-induc
transitions for the cases of normal-incident~1! and ‘‘slipping’’ ~2!
phonon modes~a! and the schemes of excitation under consid
ation: by the in-plane isotropic pump~b! and by the phonon beam
with fixed longitudinal momentum~c!.
15 224 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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was described in Refs. 6 and 17 and its band diagram
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The matrix elements for deformatio
mechanism of phonon interaction with tunnel-coupled el
tron states in such DQW’s were discussed in Ref. 13.
assume that momentum relaxation and the interwell elec
redistribution in DQW’s are controlled by interface roug
ness scattering, which, in the general case, can be diffe
for l - andr -QW’s. We describe nonequilibrium phonons b
means of the phonon population numberdNq . The isotropic
phonon excitation with fixed temperature, which may be
timated from the experimental data, is used for case~i! and
the excitation by a phonon beam with fixed wave vectorQ is
used for case~ii ! ~for more details see Ref. 18 where th
typical experimental conditions are discussed!.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
the basic expression for linear response of electrons
DQW’s due to phonon perturbation. Phonon-induced volta
~including the special case of identical QW’s with nonsy
metric scattering! and phonon-drag effects are considered
Secs. III and IV, respectively. Concluding remarks are giv
in Sec. V.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

In this section we consider the linear response of electr
to excitation by ballistic acoustic phonons. Under the d
scription of electron response the calculations below use
electron-phonon collision integral in the quantum kine
equation. This equation takes into account the interwell c
pling of the electron states in the framework of the two-le
tunnel approximation.

For a description of the tunnel-coupled ground states
DQW’s, we use a basis of the orbitals corresponding tol -
and r -QW’s, where the Hamiltonian is given by the 232
matrix ~‘‘isospin’’ representation6!

ĥp5«p1ĥ' , ĥ'5
D

2
ŝz1Tŝx , ~1!

where «p5p2/2m is the kinetic energy of the longitudina
motion ~p is 2D momentum andm is effective mass!, D is
the level splitting,T is the tunnel matrix element, andŝx,y,z
are the Pauli matrixes. The density of the phonon-indu
currentdJ and voltagedU normalized to the unit areaL2 are
given by the expressions

dJ5
e

m

2

L2 (
p

ptrd f̂ p , dU5
4pe2Z

«

2

L2 (
p

tr ŝzd f̂ p ,

~2!

where tr corresponds to the summation of diagonal mat
elements,Z is the distance between the centers of the orbi
corresponding tol - and r -QW’s. Since we are interested i
the modulation of the electron response of DQW’s electr
with respect to the stationary excitation of acoustic phono
we will only keep in Eq.~2! the nonequilibrium componen
of the electron distributiond f̂ p caused by this perturbation
Therefore, the 232 matrix d f̂ p can be determined from th
linearized kinetic equation

i

\
@ ĥ' ,d f̂ p#5I ~d f̂ up!1d Î AC~p!, ~3!
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whereI (d f̂ up) is the collision integral caused by elastic sca
tering mechanisms andd Î AC(p) is the perturbation due to
acoustic phonon excitation.

Considering the electron collision in Eq.~3! we restrict
ourselves to the case of elastic scattering due to inter
roughness; such mechanisms have been applied in the
scription of longitudinal transport and interwell tunnelin
relaxation.6 The collision integral, which takes into accou
nonsymmetrical scattering inl - and r -QW’s, is given by

I ~d f̂ up!5
1

\2 (
k5 l ,r

wk(
p8

e2up2p8u2~ l k/2\!2

3E
2`

0

dt elt$Ŝpt~ P̂kd f̂ p82d f̂ pP̂k!

3Ŝp8t
1 P̂k2 P̂kŜp8t~ P̂kd f̂ p82d f̂ pP̂k!Ŝpt

1 %, ~4!

wherel→10, Ŝpt5exp(iĥpt/\), l k is the correlation length
of the roughness in k-QW’s, parameter wk

52p l k
2(2«kd̄/dk)

2 determines a scattering efficiency
k-QW’s, and P̂k is the projective operator into states
k-QW’s ~d̄ is an average roughness amplitude and«k is the
energy of the ground state ink-QW’s with width dk!.

In order to describe the electron response in DQW’s i
convenient to use the basis of the tunnel-coupled states
can be determined from the eigenstate problemĥpu6&
5«6pu6& where«6p5«p6DT/2 describes dispersion rela
tions for u6& states with splitting energyDT5AD214T2.
According to Eq.~3! the diagonal elements of the electro
distribution in this basisd f j p5^ j ud f̂ pu j & are determined by
the system of equations foru6& states

I ~d f u j p!1dI AC~ j p!50. ~5!

A similar equation may be written for the nondiagon
components d̃ f p5^1ud f̂ pu2&5^2ud f̂ pu1&* , which are
small compared to\/(DTt̄) ~t̄ corresponds to effective sca
tering time for collision integral!. Then we can expressd̃ f p
by means of nondiagonal elements of the collision integ
~this term accounts for the diagonal contributions ofd f j p
only! and phonon perturbationdI AC :

d̃ f p52
i\

DT
@^1uI ~d f̂ up!u2&1^1udI AC~p!u2&#. ~6!

In the basis ofu6& states the phonon-induced currentdJ is
determined by diagonal elements of the nonequilibrium el
tron distribution

dJ5
e

m

2

L2 (
j p

pd f j p . ~7!

The induced voltagedU takes the form

dU5
4pe2Z

«

2

L2 (
p

F D

DT
~d f 1p2d f 2p!

2
2T

DT
~ d̃ f p1 d̃ f p* !G , ~8!
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15 226 56F. T. VASKO AND V. V. MITIN
and Eq.~8! also contains nondiagonal contributions that b
come the principal contributions in the tunnel resonan
~nearD50!.

For elastic scattering by interface roughness the diago
elements of collision integral in Eq.~5! depend both on in-
tersubband and intrasubband electron transition probabili
W( j p, j 8p8), and

I ~d f u j p!5 (
j 8p8

W~ j p, j 8p8!~d f j 8p82d f j p!, ~9!

W~ j p, j 8p8!5
2p

\ (
k5 l ,r

wke
2up2p8u2~ l k/2\!2

F j , j 8
~k!

3d~« jp2« j 8p8!.
n
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Here the overlap factors areF1,1
( l ) 5F2,2

(r ) 5(11D/DT)2/4,
F1,1

(r ) 5F2,2
( l ) 5(12D/DT)2/4, F1,2

( l ) 5F1,2
(r ) 5F2,1

( l ) 5
F2,1

(r ) 5(T/DT)2. In contrast to Eq.~9!, the nondiagonal el-
ements of the collision integral are determined not only
transition probabilities but also by the modification of ele
tron states in DQW’s and will be considered in Sec. III B

In order to complete formulation of the problem to b
solved, the acoustic phonon perturbation,dI AC(p) in Eq. ~3!
@and in Eqs.~5! and ~6!#, should be expressed through th
nonequilibrium phonon distributiondNQ ~the equilibrium
phonons are insignificant as a source of relaxation becaus
roughness scattering!. The phonon perturbationd Î AC(p) in
such an approximation may be presented as the sum of
tributions from emission and absorption of phonons. Eq
tion ~10! presents the contribution of the phonon emiss
into the perturbative termdI AC , and the contribution from
phonon-absorption can be obtained from Eq.~10! by substi-
tution vQ→2vQ andq→2q,
d Î AC~p!5
1

\2 (
Q

uCQu2x~q'd!2dNQE
2`

0

dt elt$eivQt@Ŝpt~12 f̂ p!x̂q'

1 f̂ p1\qŜp1\qt
1 x̂q'

2x̂q'
Ŝp2\qt~12 f̂ p2\q!x̂q'

1 f̂ pŜpt
1 #

2e2 ivQt@Ŝpt f̂ px̂q'
~12 f̂ p2\q!Ŝp2\qt

1 x̂q'

1 2x̂q'

1 Ŝp1\qt f̂ p1\qx̂q'
~12 f̂ p!Ŝpt

1 #1@vQ→2vQ ,q→2q#%, ~10!
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where CQ is the bulk matrix element for electron-phono
interaction,Q5(q,q') andvQ are, respectively, the phono
wave vector and the phonon energy, andf̂ p is the electron-
density matrix in the absence of nonequilibrium phono
The form factorsx(q'd) and x̂q'

describing both isolated

QW’s ~the potentials forl - and r -QW’s with width d'dl ,r
are assumed to be equal! and the interwell interference
effects13 take the form

x̂q'
5cos~q'Z!2 i ŝz sin~q'Z!, x~a!5

~2/a!sin~a/2!

12~a/2p!2 .

~11!

Note that the intrawell factorx(a) is presented here for th
confined QW potential in flat-band approximation~see Ref.
19!. For the calculation of the phonon excitation in Eq.~5!
we have to rewrite the operatordI AC( j p) in terms of diago-
nal and nondiagonal~with respect to the above-introduced6
bases! matrix elements. Taking into account the diagonal
ements of the density matrixf̂ ~which correspond to the dis
tribution functionsf 6,p! and neglecting the small nondiago
nal contributions we obtain the general expression for
generation term in Eq.~5!,

dI AC~ j p!5
2p

\ (
j 856

(
Q

uCQu2x~q'd̄!2u^ j ux̂q'
u j 8&u2dNQ

3~ f j 8p1\q2 f j p!@d~« j 8p1\q2« jp2\vQ!

1d~« j 8p1\q2« jp1\vQ!#. ~12!

The phonon population numberdNQ in Eq. ~12! is deter-
mined by both the character of the momentum distribut
.

-

e

n

~the in-plane isotropic excitation and the phonon beam w
fixed momentum are used in Secs. III and IV! and the energy
flux densityG. This value is introduced as

G5L23(
Q

~¹vQ!\vQdNQ , ~13!

and Eq. ~13! also depends on the spectral distribution
phonons. Below we use the symmetric over 2D-plane p
non distribution and phonon beam with fixed wave vectorQ
~in Secs. III and IV, correspondingly!.

III. INDUCED VOLTAGE

According to Eq.~8!, the phonon-induced voltage ove
DQW’s contains the first term~denoted below asdUD!
which is caused by the redistribution of electrons betweel -
and r -QW’s and also the collision-induced modification
the electron states in symmetric DQW’s, the second te
~denoted below asdUs! described by the nondiagonal com
ponents of distribution function~6!. Below we consider these
two contributions for the weak-coupled QW’s by using
quasiequilibrium distribution of electrons over6 states.

A. Response of nonsymmetric DQW’s

For the low-temperature case, the quasiequilibrium el
tron distribution f 6p may be written asu(m62«6p), m6

are the Fermi levels. The expression fordUD may be written
as
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dUD5
4pe2Z

«
5

D

DT
~n12n2!,

n65
2

L2 (
p

u~m62«6p!, ~14!

and the induced voltage is proportional to the redistribut
of the electron concentration between ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘ 2’’ states
dn5n12n2 . After summing the system of Eqs.~5! overp,
we obtain the balance equations for the concentrationsn6 .
For the case of a small redistribution of the concentration@if
dn5!(n11n2)/2#, the equation for the phonon-induce
redistribution transforms to the form

dI AC
1 1nTdn50. ~15!

The rate of interwell tunnelingnT is expressed through th
probability of transitions~9! according to the relation

nT~p!5(
p8

W~1p,2p8!, ~16!

and the effective tunneling rate in Eq.~15!, nT , is presented
and discussed in Ref. 20 for the scattering due to interf
roughness. The concentration dependence ofnT is weak but
the dependence ofnT on the level splittingD is substantial
and below we assume the dependencenT5 n̄T(2T/DT)2; n̄T
is the resonant tunneling rate.

The phonon-induced contribution to Eq.~15!, dI AC , does
not depend ondn for the small redistribution case unde
consideration and this contribution may be transformed fr
Eqs.~11! and ~12! to the form

dI AC
1 5

~2T/DT!2

tphT
E

0

`

d«E
0

`

d«8E
0

2p df

2p E dq'x~q'd!2

3sin2~q'Z!dNQQFuS m1
DT

2
2« D

2uS m2
DT

2
1« D G@d~«82«2DT2\cQ!

1d~«82«1DT2\cQ!#. ~17!

Here we have introduced the phonon wave numberQ and
the characteristic relaxation timetph according to the rela-
tions

\Q5A2m@«1«82A««8 cosf#1~\q'!2,

1

tph
5

2D2m2T

p\4rs
, ~18!

whereD is the deformation potential constant,r is hetero-
structure density, and the anglef5(p,p̂8) appears due to the
in-plane symmetry of the problem. For the case of hig
energy excitation of DQW’s we use below the phonon d
tribution dNQ5@exp(\vQ /Tph)21#21, for q'.0 anddNQ
50 for q',0; Tph is the phonon temperature. Integratio
over f may be performed by usingd functions and the inte-
gral overq' may be taken analytically under the conditio
A2ms2DT!Tph, when the narrow region of the transver
wave vectors gives main contribution to the integrand. T
n

e

-
-

e

last double integral~over « and «8! may be evaluated nu
merically and the results fordUD are obtained from Eqs
~14! and ~15!.

In order to discuss the numerical results fordUD , we
consider a typical symmetrical GaAs/Al0.3Al0.7As-based
DQW structure with the following parameters:d'70 Å, Z
'120 Å; the barrier width is equal to 47, 56, and 65
~these values correspond to the tunnel matrix elements 2
and 0.5 meV!, the tunneling relaxation rate for the nea
resonant regionn̄T is estimated below as 50 ps and the lev
splitting dependency ofnT(D) is taken into account~see
above!. We useTph52 meV for the high-energy phono
pump here. In Figs. 2~a!–2~c! we plot the dependencies o
the phonon-induced voltage on the level splittingD, which
can be controlled by the application of a transverse gate v
age~so that we can considerD as an independent paramete!.
The voltageDUD vanishes for both small and largeD ~due to
symmetry of DQW’s ifD50 and due to suppression of tun
nel coupling forD@2T, correspondingly! and the amplitude
of dUD peak increases with concentration. The voltage
creases ifT increases. The shift in voltage maximum wi
increasedT is demonstrated in Fig. 3 for the normalize
dUD . If Tph decreases the peak ofdUD is shifted by a small
DT and the sensitivity of the phonon-induced response
limited by the scattering processes or by the large-scale
homogeneities of the DQW structure.

B. Voltage due to nonsymmetric scattering

Below, we consider the case of symmetric DQW’s (D
50) since the small contribution due to nonsymmetric
scattering is essential for only smallD. The nondiagonal con-
tributions, both from the collision integral~4! and from the
acoustic-phonon perturbation~10! should be considered in
Eq. ~6!. Using the diagonal electron contributionf 6p in Eq.
~10! and the matrix elements of the operator~11! we have
found that the matrix element in̂1udI AC(p)u2& is propor-
tional to cosq'Z sinq'Z. Since x(a)5x(2a), then the
phonon contribution tod̃ f p is equal to zero. As a result, th
nondiagonal component ofd̃ f p is written in the form

d̃ f p5
P

iDT
E dp1

~2p\!2 (
k

wk exp@2up2p8u2~ l k/2\!2#

3(
j

^1uP̂ku j &^ j uP̂ku2&Fd f 2p2d f j p1

« jp2«2p

2
d f 1p2d f j p

« jp2«1p
G , ~19!

whereP means the principal value. Using the definition~8!
we get the following phonon-induced voltage:

dUs5
8pe2Z

«T
PE dp

~2p\!2 E dp1

~2p\!2

d f 2p2d f 1p

«p2«p1

3 $wl exp@2up2p8u2~ l l /2\!2#2wr

3exp@2up2p8u2~ l r /2\!2#%. ~20!

Note that for the symmetric scattering case~wl5wr and l l
5 l r! this contribution vanishes.
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A simple estimation for Eq.~20! results for the case o
short-range scattering (l k→0), when the integration ove
momentum is restricted by the condition«p ,«p1

,«m @the

cutoff energy«m is estimated as (\/ l k)
2/2m#. The logarith-

mically divergent~if l k→0! contributions appear after th
integration in Eq.~20!,

FIG. 2. The dependence of the phonon-induced voltagedUD vs
the level splittingD for DQW’s with the tunnel matrix element
T52 meV ~a!, 1 meV ~b!, and 0.5 meV~c!. The curves marked by
the indexes 1, 2, 4, and 6 correspond to the electron concentra
1011, 231011, 431011, and 631011 cm22, respectively.
PE dp

~2p\!2 ~«p2«!215
r2D

2
ln

«m

«
, ~21!

and analogous with the single QW case21 we can introduce a
large logarithmical factorL5 ln(«m/«̄); «̄ is characteristic
electron energy. The second integral gives the redistribu
of concentrationdn and the result takes the form

dUs5
4pe2Z

«
dnL

\

2T
~t l

212t r
21!, ~22!

wheretk5pr2Dwk /\ is the relaxation time in thekth QW.
In comparison with the contribution fromdUD ~which is
proportional toD/DT! the quantum factorL(\/2T)(t l

212

t r
21) appears in Eq.~22!. The contribution of Eq.~22! is

larger thandUD if

D,L\~t l
212t r

21!, ~23!

i.e., for the narrow near-resonant region.
For the estimations of the characteristic splitting lev

when Eq.~23! is valid, we useL'5 and take the mobilities
in l - and r -QW’s equal to 23105 and 106 cm2/V s, respec-
tively. As a result, this contribution is essential whenD is
smaller then 0.2 meV for the DQW’s with the above-liste
parameters anddUs is on the order of 1meV or smaller.

IV. PHONON DRAG CURRENT

The momentum transfer under phonon excitation
DQW’s is responsible for the drag current~7!, which is ex-
pressed through the asymmetrical part of the electron di
bution function,d f j p

as . Equations~5! and ~6! give us

d f j p
as5t jpdI AC

as ~ j p!, ~24!

wheret jp is the momentum relaxation time anddI AC
as ( j p) is

the asymmetric part of Eq.~12!. Below we consider short-
range roughness scattering and restrict ourselves to the
of m.DT/2 ~when6 electron states are filled!. Under these
conditions the momentum relaxation rate takes the form

ns

FIG. 3. Normalized level-splitting dependencies of the induc
voltage for the DQW’s with different tunnel matrix elements:T
52 meV ~a!, 1 meV ~b!, and 0.5 meV~c!.
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t6
215

t l
211t r

21

2
6

D

DT

t l
212t r

21

2
, ~25!

where the second term stands for the scattering asymm
For the case of excitation, the phonon beamdI AC

as ( j p) trans-
forms to

dI AC
as ~ j p!5

V0

4\ (
j 856

(
Q

uCQu2x~ q̃'d̄!2u^ j ux̂ q̃'
u j 8&u2dNQ

3~ f j 8p1\q'
2 f j p!@d~« j 8p1\qi

2« jp2\vQ!

1d~« j 8p1\qi
2« jp1\vQ!#1~p→2p!, ~26!

whereV0 is the angular width of the beam propagating alo
the vector with fixed direction (qi ,q̃'). For the incidence
angle u we use qi5Q sinu, q̃'5Q cosu and one-
dimensional integral overQ stays in Eq.~26! only. It should
be noted thatdI AC

as is not a positive definite value. Due to th
phonon-induced intersubband transitions the inversion
VPhD for smallD ~which is similar to the spectral inversion o
photon drag effect; see Ref. 14! is possible.

Now, we introduce the phonon-induced drift veloci
VPhD according to the relation

j 5enVPhD, ~27!

wheren is the total 2D concentration of electrons. Using E
~7! and the above-presented relations, we obtain the num
cal results forVPhD. To be specific, we will consider th
DQW’s with parameters introduced in Sec. III and with 2
concentrationn5431011 cm22. Figure 4 shows the depen
dence of the velocityVPhD on level splitting for the different
tunnel matrix elements and the different scattering asym
try factor; the incidence angle here is equal to 45°. The fu
tions VPhD(D) for the different incidence angles and tunn
matrix elements are presented in Fig. 5. The most interes
property of these dependencies is the origin of theinversion
of the phonon-drag current. For smallD ~when tunnel mixing
is essential! and for short-range scattering regimes, the int

FIG. 4. The level-splitting dependencies of the phonon-drag
locity VPhD for the DQW’s with the tunnel matrix elementsT
52 meV ~dashed! andT51 meV ~solid!. The factors of scattering
asymmetry: t l /t r51 ~1!, t l /t r50.3 ~2!, andt l /t r50.1 ~3!.
ry.

f

.
ri-

e-
-

l
g

-

level phonon-induced transitions may be dominant. Un
these conditions the momentum transfer for6 states is near
6q/2 and the total current may change direction. Such
havior is analogous to the spectral inversion of interba
photon drag current.14

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered two types of t
phonon-induced electron responses in DQW’s~transverse
voltage and phonon-drag current! and have presented the d
pendencies ofdU andVPhD versus level splitting, concentra
tion, and nonsymmetry of scattering. These results dem
strate large values for the phenomena under considera
For typical DQW parameters, the characteristic phon
induced potential is on the order of 10meV under high-
energy phonon pump intensity on the order of 1mW/cm2.
For the DQW’s symmetrical level-induced voltages~typical
value is on the order of 1mV! appear due to scattering asym
metry. The phonon-induced drag effect is characterized
the velocityVPhD which is on the order of 100 cm/s under th
excitation by a beam with an intensity of approximately
nW and an angle width of 10°. The sign of the drag veloc
may be changed in the vicinity of the tunneling resonan
where interlevel transitions are essential.

Our theory was developed under the following assum
tions. The model of electron states use a simple two-le
approach and does not take into account self-consistent
rections, soD and T in the matrix Hamiltonian~1! are the
semiphenomenological parameters. Using the Planck fu
tion as a nonequilibrium phonon-energy distribution we m
consider the effective phonon temperatureTph as a charac-
teristic of pump intensity only. The model of the scatteri
processes due to interface roughness describes the prin
properties of both momentum and interwell relaxation. Co
sideration of the linear response case is justified as long
dU andVPhD are small in comparison with the level splittin
DT and the corresponding Fermi velocity. The further restr
tion is due to the deformation electron-phonon interact
only; this contribution is dominant for high-energy excitatio

- FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 for the scattering asymme
factor t l /t r51 ~solid! and t l /t r50.1 ~dashed! for the incidence
angles: u560° ~1!, u545° ~2!, andu530° ~3!.
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in comparison with piezoelectric interaction. The above
sumptions do not change significantly the presented est
tions for dU and VPhD or their dependencies on the DQW
parameters.

The above-discussed phenomena are sensitive enoug
the parameters of phonon excitation~i.e., energy and angle
distributions of phonon! as long asdU and VPhD strongly
depend on level splittingD and incident angleu. The
phonon-modulation of the longitudinal conductivity
DQW’s with asymmetric scattering is also well pronounc
~such methods have been used for other systems; see
c

.
ys

st

J

p

W

p,

.
hy
-
a-

on

.g.,

Refs. 22–24! due to the substantial temperature depende
of the conductivity for DQW’s with asymmetric scattering
Therefore, presented estimations of phonon-induced
sponses demonstrate the possibility of phonon detec
based on DQW heterostructures.
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